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About This Report

In December of 2014, CFO research conducted 
a survey of senior finance executives at large 
companies in the United States to examine 
best practices in the management of travel and 
entertainment (T&E) expenses. This presentation 
reflects 317 survey responses, and 6 in-depth 
interviews, from senior finance executives at 
companies with annual revenues of at least $100 
million. Respondents represent a broad range of 
company segments, as follows:

TITLE
Controller 21%
Director of finance 21%
CFO 19%
VP of finance 14%
Treasurer 5%
EVP or SVP of finance 4%
CEO, president, or managing director 2%
Other finance title 15%

REVENUE
More than $5B 30%
$2B-$5B 14%
$1B-$2B 15%
$500M-$1B 13%
$250M-$500M 13%
$100M-$250M 16%

INDUSTRY
Financial services/Real estate/Insurance 22%
Auto/Industrial/Manufacturing 12%
Wholesale/Retail trade 11%
Chemicals/Energy/Utilities 9%
Public sector/Nonprofit 6%
Business/Professional services 6%
Health care 6%
Food/Beverages/Consumer packaged goods 5%
Hardware/Software/Networking 5%
Media/Entertainment/Travel/Leisure 5%
Telecommunications 4%
Pharmaceuticals/Biotechnology/ 
   Life sciences 4%
Aerospace/Defense 3%
Construction 2%
Transportation/Warehousing 2%
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The Problem of 
Complexity  
in Managing  
T&E Spending 

As with any finance process, CFOs are keen to 
manage their companies’ travel and entertainment 
(T&E) expense processes effectively and well, 
with expenditures tracked accurately and 
comprehensively, wasteful spending eliminated, 
and value received for all company spending.

However, the complexity and scope involved with 
the typical T&E process often makes it a pain 
point for the finance function. The pain appears 
in the form of pushback from employees who are 
testing the boundaries of compliance with T&E 
policies and processes, frustration from finance 
team members who are asked to process T&E 
submissions manually and across multiple systems, 
and concern from finance team leaders about the 
larger question of what T&E management says 
about the efficiency of the finance function, and by 
extension about the management of the firm. 

These were some of the conclusions drawn from 
an online survey covering management of T&E 
at mid-sized and large companies. Our survey of 
senior finance and other executives, conducted 
by CFO Research in collaboration with American 
Express, gathered 317 responses. All respondents 
came from companies with at least $100 million 
in annual revenue, representing a variety of 
industries. To augment these survey results, we 
also conducted interviews with several senior 
finance executives at $100M+ companies.

T&E can be one of the largest components of 
indirect spending, and it can be one of the most 
complex and hardest to control. But survey 
respondents see important opportunities for 
savings from improving T&E processes.  
Well-managed T&E processes also reflect a  
well-run finance function and a well-run company.  

Goals for  
Managing T&E:  
Control, Information, 
Efficiency

To validate the most basic premise of our research, 
we first asked respondents if achieving better control 
over T&E would actually benefit their company. 
More than two-thirds (69%) of senior finance 
executives agree that their company would benefit. 

We next asked survey respondents about the most 
important goals that could be achieved by better 
managing T&E spending processes, and the leading 
responses were: (1) savings from improved control 
over spending, (2) savings from negotiated or volume 
discounts, and (3) savings from transaction process 
efficiency. Approximately four in ten respondents say 
that these improvements are “very important” for 
their companies. (See Figure 1.)

We have restated those goals more generally: 
◗ Managing complexity
◗ Using data
◗ Pursuing process efficiencies

Each of these is addressed in the remainder of  
this report.
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More than  
two-thirds 
(69%) of 
senior finance 
executives 
agree that their 
companies 
would benefit 
from better 
control over 
T&E.

◗ Figure 1

How important are the following goals in managing  
T&E spending processes? 

Savings from improved  
control over spending 

Savings from negotiated  
or volume discounts 

Savings from transaction  
processing improvements  

n Very important  n Somewhat important

50%42%

40%

37%

47%

49%
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Managing 
Complexity

Loose oversight and inadequate controls over  
T&E spending can prevent a CFO from knowing  
precisely whether value is being realized from 
T&E spending or not. In an open-response 
question, a survey respondent confirmed this 
notion: “Control and reporting variances are the 
key goals for T&E.”

The problem is that payment methods often 
are specific to different types of purchases or 
different circumstances. (See Figure 2.) Payment 
methods are adapted to accommodate a complex 
set of considerations, including the payment and 
control processes a company has in place, the type 
of employee making the purchase, the kinds of 
technology available both to make purchases and 

to process transactions, and the corporate culture. 
As a result, a company may well be employing 
different types of corporate cards, at the same 
time that it is enrolling vendors for purchase-
order purchases while also reimbursing some 
employees for purchases they made themselves, 
or even using petty cash to front employees for 
some of their T&E expenses. In fact, about six 
in ten respondents report that their companies 
employ more than one payment method for T&E. 
Consequently, a company may find itself having to 
manage very different types of processes, with or 
without the aid of travel-specific applications and 
information systems, and all the while trying to 
minimize costs.

Finance executives are well aware of the problem. 
In the survey, 45% of senior finance executives say 
that their companies lack the centralized oversight 
or controls that would help them better manage 

Many finance 
executives 
say that their 
companies lack 
the centralized 
oversight or 
controls that 
would help 
them better 
manage T&E 
spending. 

◗ Figure 2

What is the primary method that your company usually uses to pay for  
purchases in the following categories?
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Mobile devices and services

Meeting and conference expenses

Employee relocation expenses

Gifts and discretionary purchases for client relations

Reserved travel (e.g., air, train, car rental)

Ground transportation (e.g., taxi)

Entertainment

Lodging

Meals

n  Purchase order,  
with corporate payment  

n  Personal purchase,  
with reimbursement 

n Corporate card, with reimbursement 
n Corporate card paid directly 
n Other method 
n Not sure/Not applicable

19%36%

23%

21%

11%

6%

3%

3%

2%

1%

15%

29%

19%

17%

42%

25%

26%

31%

9%

17%

8%

19%

24%

20%

24%

27%

27%

19%

41%

15%

30%

50%

34%

41%

44%

40%

12%

3%

13%

2%

3%

1%

0%

1%

1%

6%

2%

15%

18%

1%

1%

7%

0%

0%
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T&E spending. And more than one-third (36%) 
report that ad-hoc or “maverick” T&E spending is 
hurting their company’s financial performance. 

Consolidating payment methods and streamlining 
reporting and payment processes can be important 
steps toward helping a company regain control over 
its T&E spending. For example, Belk, a retail chain in 
the U.S. Southeast, chose a corporate card program 
to help manage T&E spending. Belk treasurer Jay 
Cook says about the program, “It really gives us a 
more controllable and mechanized asset for going 
through the expensing process than using petty cash 
or having somebody doing an expense report....It is 
an opportunity to get more value out of [T&E], and 
better manage and control the process.”

Using Data
T&E processes can generate a lot of data for 
many small transactions—and in many cases, the 
sheer volume of data can be a barrier to using it 
effectively. Even with the benefits of consolidation 
provided by a corporate card program, only about 
half of the executives in the survey say that they 
can quantify the benefits for T&E. Even fewer—
27%—can claim that they make a regular practice 
of it. (See Figure 3.) 

The senior finance executives responding to the 
survey made it clear that they need better visibility 
into T&E data in order to optimize it across an 
enterprise. Asked to choose the most valuable 
benefit of a mandated corporate card program 
for T&E, the top choice was “Better visibility into 
corporate-wide spending” (selected by 41% of 
senior finance executives).

But the wide range of processes used in any 
one firm to pay T&E expenses can make it 
more difficult to (1) gather data in compatible/
comparable forms, (2) analyze spending 
patterns, (3) consolidate spending data to inform 
negotiation of discounts, and ultimately, (4) reduce 
spending.

The complexity of the data set can also hinder 
finance executives’ ability to derive measurable 
value from the data. Areas where survey 
respondents acknowledge that their companies 
need the most improvement in using T&E 
spending data are shown in Figure 4. 

The two areas in greatest need of improvement—
“Negotiating discounts with vendors and 
suppliers” (33%) and “Identifying opportunities 
to consolidate spending” (33%)—represent 
potential savings opportunities that are being lost 
to a company. The third area in greatest need of 
improvement—“Identifying spending patterns for 
use in business planning” (27%)— represents a lost 
opportunity for the finance function to partner 
with business units and play a more strategic role 
in the company. 

Organizing, consolidating, and streamlining 
payment methods and processes allows the 
CFO to receive better data. One straightforward 
approach to achieving this is mandating the use 
of a corporate credit card for all T&E spend. 
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Two-thirds 
(65%) of 
senior finance 
executives 
agree that 
mandating a 
corporate card 
program for 
T&E would help 
their company 
save money.

◗ Figure 3

Does your company quantify the benefits of its corporate
card program for T&E in some form?

30%

11%

11%
22%

27%
Yes, regularly

No, we don’t
have a corporate

card program
for T&E

No; we have a
corporate card 

program, but do 
not quantify  
the benefits 

Yes, but only
as requested

I’m not sure
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Survey respondents and interviewees debated 
the advantages and disadvantages of mandated 
corporate card policies, but two-thirds (65%) 
of them agree that mandating a corporate card 
program for T&E would help their company save 
money. In an open-response question, a survey 
respondent highlights a key area of savings: “[A 
mandated corporate card program] creates a 
consistent reporting process and maximizes the 
company savings from vendor rebates.”

Darin Holderness, CFO of the family-owned 
company Woodgrain Millwork, explains why 
greater visibility from mandated corporate cards 
is a benefit to employer and employee alike: “It 
allows you to take a good look at spending by 
vendor and use that for negotiating discounts. But 
with the reporting all together in one place, it also 
makes it simpler for the employees. Ease of use 
and acceptance are important.”

◗ Gaining Control and Unlocking Value in T&E Spending

◗ Figure 4
Where does your company most need to improve its T&E processes?

Negotiating discounts with vendors and suppliers

Identifying opportunities to consolidate spending 

Identifying spending patterns for use in business planning

Detecting fraudulent spending

Monitoring employee compliance with spending policies

Documenting spending volume and spending categories

Improving back- office transaction processing

Optimizing payment terms

Meeting compliance and regulatory reporting requirements

33%

33%

27%

24%

23%

23%

21%

20%

11%

Pursuing Process 
Efficiencies
Without integration, disjointed T&E processes 
require more manual intervention, raise the risk of 
introducing redundancies and errors, and can be 
more costly to operate. The wide range of processes 
being used to pay T&E expenses are, by their nature, 
inefficient. (See Figure 2.) In fact, more than a third 
(35%) of senior finance executives rate “Streamlined 
payment process; less manual intervention required” 
as the most valuable benefit of a mandated corporate 
card program for T&E. (The only benefit rated more 
highly was “Better visibility into corporate-wide 
spending,” as noted previously.)

Both survey respondents and interviewees note 
that their companies are still using paper-based 
and manual-intensive processes for reporting 
at least some types of T&E expense, and this 
was true even at some of the largest companies 
included in the research. Many of these finance 
executives acknowledge the cost of continuing this 
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practice, writing comments such as “I would like 
the process to be simpler. It takes too long to input 
and categorize expenses.” 

Another opines: “We need to find a better process 
for capturing employee expense[s] and getting 
them approved.” Even though this company has 
more than $5 billion in revenues, its CFO says it 
still is plagued by the need for “manual submission 
of paper receipts for reimbursement.” The goal, 
he says, is to streamline the process and “move 
toward electronic submission without receipts.”
Jay Cook, Belk’s treasurer, describes the kinds of 
challenges his firm dealt with before mandating 
a company-wide corporate card program: 
“Previously, if people needed a corporate card, 
we let them use it, but you could also use your 
own personal card, too. You’d then have to submit 
an expense report in our paper-based system. It 

◗ Gaining Control and Unlocking Value in T&E Spending

◗ Figure 5
“My company is excellent in using spending data for. . .

Documenting spending volume  
and spending categories

Monitoring employee  
compliance with spending policies 

Meeting compliance and  
regulatory reporting requirements

Improving back- office  
transaction processing

Optimizing payment terms

Identifying spending patterns  
for use in business planning

Detecting fraudulent spending

Identifying opportunities  
to consolidate spending

Negotiating discounts  
with vendors and suppliers 

32%

31%

30%

30%

23%

23%

21%

19%

18%

14%

20%

19%

12%

11%

7%

16%

7%

9%

n “Hard” corporate card mandate  n No “hard” corporate card mandate

couldn’t do a good job of tracking, so you couldn’t 
get volume discounts or the other advantages [that 
are based on card data].”

Technology is clearly a key factor in making 
processes more efficient. Howard Fowler, SVP 
and CFO of Transforce, a transportation industry 
staffing firm, is enthusiastic about the automated 
T&E system his company recently installed, noting 
that it has helped “grow our operations and our 
revenue without growing our infrastructure.” An 
open-response question supports this view of the 
wide-ranging benefits from a more automatic—and 
automated—expense process: “[The corporate 
card program] reduces the staffing levels necessary 
in the AP and procurement departments, as 
multiple small dollar amounts are electronically 
paid without additional work involved.”
In fact, survey respondents at companies that 
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enforced T&E discipline by mandating the use of a 
corporate card clearly are getting the results they 
wanted. Respondents from these companies are 
more than twice as likely as others to rate their 
processes as “excellent” in a number of key areas, 
including monitoring, control, and transaction 
processing. (See Figure 5.)

Rhys Read, controller for Wespath, which 
provides investment management services for 
United Methodist organizations, says that in 
his experience overseeing the T&E process, 
“technology is really moving by leaps and 
bounds these days, especially with mobile apps.” 
The technology allows him and other Wespath 
employees to submit and review their expenses 
anytime, from anywhere.

The payoff from eliminating both the amount 
of paper and the number of “touches” required 
for processing T&E expenses can be substantial. 
Transforce’s Howard Fowler points out the 
multiple benefits his company enjoys from its 
newly installed expense management system: 
“Instead of having to create expense reports from 
scratch, transactions now populate an account. 
That makes it easier to create the expense report, 
it reduces an extra point of data entry, and it gives 
us a richer data set for review and analysis.”

Darin Holderness at Woodgrain Millwork similarly 
describes the benefits of technology: “We have 
the ability for the employees to take a picture 
of receipts with their mobile phones, which 
automatically go into our system where they’re 
hooked up to their personal bank accounts for the 
out-of-pocket expense. So, we are never writing 
a check to an employee for expenses; it all goes 
through the [card] reimbursement program.” He 
sums up by simply stating, “Anyone who is still 
submitting paper expense reports and receiving a 
paper check shouldn’t be.” 

Conclusion: 
Time to Move Ahead
Improving management over T&E processes, 
fully leveraging data, and creating more efficient 
processes are important components of success 
in managing T&E spending to the same standards 
as other business processes. Yet paper expense 
reports and manual T&E processes persist in 
corporate America. Our survey results make it 
clear that it is time for them to go.

Barriers to implementing streamlined, efficient 
processes can be overcome through conventional 
communication and change management 
practices. More efficient T&E management can 
make employees’ and CFOs’ lives better, help the 
company save on its T&E spending, and provide 
data that helps better manage the business.

“We need to  
find a better 
process for 
capturing  
employee  
expenses and 
getting them 
approved.   
Today we  
require manual 
submission of 
paper receipts 
for reimburse-
ment, but  
we want to 
move toward 
electronic  
submission 
without  
receipts.”

–CFO of a $5B+ 
financial services firm
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Key Benefits of  
T&E Process Improvement

Manual processes reduced 

Data/analysis errors reduced

Finance staff freed up for  
higher-value tasks

Processing costs reduced

Spending data visible in  
real-time via self-service 

Compliance improved

Reporting accelerated
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